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An aerial picture shows a bus driving on a tree-lined road in the Saudi capital Riyadh. An aerial picture shows cars driving down a road next to a park area in the Saudi capital Riyadh.

In this file photo taken People walk on a tree-lined lane in the Saudi capital Riyadh. 

Stephan Brenneisen, Head of research unit Urban Ecology of Zurich
University of Applied Sciences inspecting a wooden log on the
green roof of St. Jakobshalle arena in Basel.

An aerial picture shows a park area in the Saudi capital Riyadh.

Riyadh’s mass tree planting 
Today any greenery in Riyadh is almost lost in between the

multi-lane highways and gigantic interchanges, but within nine
years the city plans to have added 7.5 million trees. The refor-
estation is part of an $11-billion green initiative that also
includes creating 3,000 parks in the Saudi capital. It will require
one million cubic meters (35 million cubic feet) of water daily,
which will be recycled water from an irrigation network, the
Riyadh Green website says. 

But it will contribute towards reducing normal temperatures
by one or two degrees Celsius and improve the quality of life
with less air pollution and dust, according to project head
Abdelaziz Al Moqbel. “Reintroducing trees in the desert is very
virtuous, you gain in terms of cooling,” architect and urban
planner Cedissia About said. But, she added, the big question
would be whether phytosanitary products, which scare off birds
and insects, are used when the aim is to boost biodiversity.

Medellin’s ‘green corridors’ 
Colombia’s second-biggest city has won plaudits and

awards for its “green corridors”, an interconnected network that
has transformed urban thoroughfares once lacking in nature
and strewn with rubbish where drug addicts gathered. Now the
30 tree- and flower-filled corridors connect up with Medellin’s
existing green spaces such as parks and gardens.

“There’s been a real reflection citywide on the species cho-
sen, the habitability, the constraints,” Doussard said. The over-

all effect has reduced the temperature by two degrees Celsius
and helped purify the air, according to a city authority video.
Bees and birds have returned, residents are engaged and gar-
dening jobs have been created, it added. “It’s one of the better
examples (of urban replanting), driven by a policy which
increases biodiversity, with a social dimension,” Simay said.

Chengdu’s apartment blocks turned jungle 
It promised inhabitants of a Chinese megacity life in a verti-

cal forest, with luxuriant plants and greenery on their balcony.
“The air is good when you wake up in the morning, and the
green trees are good for us elderly people,” said Lin Dengying,
who lives in one of the eight towers making up Qiyi City Forest
Garden in Chengdu which opened in 2018. Some parts look
like a treehouse perched within a tropical forest, while other
places look overrun by their own vegetation, like a jungle is
invading and bursting off the terraces.

In September, the state-run Global Times newspaper report-
ed that only about 10 families had moved into the more than
800 apartments due to what some residents said was an infes-
tation of mosquitoes. It shows, said Doussard, the need not
only to consider a project’s environmental impact, but also its
“liveability”.— AFP


